
 

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

 
 In continuation of Commission's notice dated 01.02.2023, 16.02.2023, 24.02.2023 & 

02.03.2023 with regard to verification/withdrawal of claims regarding age, category and marks under 

socio economic criteria, all eligible candidates who have secured 38 or more marks in CET (Group-

C) result dated 10.01.2023 (excluding marks under socio-economic criteria) and whose result has 

been issued provisionally or who have wrongly been given the benefit of reservation, relaxation in 

age or marks under socio economic criteria etc. are hereby informed that the candidates who due to 

any reason could not withdraw/verify their claims can either withdraw or verify their respective 

claims now as the Commission has extended the time for withdrawal/verification of claims till 

15.03.2023 by 11:59 P.M. Further, in case of candidates whose CET result has been declared 

provisionally are suggested to verify/withdraw their respective claims mandatorily by 

uploading relevant documents. The EWS category candidates and ESM/DESM/DFF 

candidates whether provisional or not are also required to upload their category certificate 

and in case of absence of category certificate the candidature of such candidates will be 

considered against General/Parent Category only.  

 
       Further, if any candidate who has made change during the period 01.02.2023 till 06.03.2023 

and want to make certain verifications/withdrawal afresh can also do the same till 15.03.2023 by 

11:59 P.M. After, the extended time period further request with regard to 

verification/withdrawal/change of/in particulars/claims shall not be entertained by Commission and 

any representations in this regard whether oral or written will be treated rejected already. 

 
Important Note: Any candidate who claimed reservation in the CET application form (on One Time 

Registration Portal viz. OTR) but his/her data does not match with his/her data in Parivar Pehchan 

Patra; or in the Claim Verification/withdrawal Portal notified vide Public Notice dated 01.02.2023, 

as verified online by the Commission in view of the documents submitted by the candidate; shall be 

considered under General category, provided such a candidate fulfills age/qualification and other 

criteria required to be fulfilled by a general category candidate. Therefore, all concerned candidates 

are advised to either verify or withdraw their claims and also upload necessary documents as 

mentioned above in their own interest as no further chance shall be given to any candidate on any 

ground. 

    -Sd/- 
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